
Describing the photograph Photograph’s location Your actions

Colours
Sepia   black and white   pale   
dark   
Edges
Ragged   jagged  torn    rough   
damaged  folded   sharp   clean  
smooth
Surface
glossy  smooth  scratched  worn  
rough

Golden locket        
antique frame   
scratched leather wallet 
Beneath a floorboard   
timeworn memory box  
dusty scrapbook   
phone’s camera roll
sellotaped to fridge 
Battered shoebox
jacket pocket

kiss   caress   stroke   smooth   
rub   glide  hug   hold   unfurl   
unfold   gaze   stare   smile   
grin  laugh  chuckle  
tear up   brush   stroke  
examine  sweep    wipe   
flatten  study   

1. Drop – describe the photograph. What do you do?

Describing your hands Your actions

Wrinkled  age-marked   timeworn   bent   
crooked  pale   scarred   freckled   ink-stained   
nails bitten   bruised

Shake   tremble   wipe away a tear   caress   
stroke   hug  rub  hold tight   shiver    
wobble   quake   grab  grip  tremor    jolt   
jab   sway  

2. Hands – touch the photograph? What do your hands do?



3. Flashback – describe the moment you took the photograph. Who? What? Where? When?

Do Say

Tuck   slide   push   return   slip   shut   fold   conceal  
hide    put   enclose   

“I love you.”   “I’ll always remember you.”  
“Those were the days.”   “I’ll never forget you.” 

4. Return – Put the photo back? What do you do? Say?

Words to describe 
someone’s appearance

Words to describe the feel 
of something

Words to describe smells Words to describe sounds Words to describe rain

Youthful aged delicate, 
slim, strong, muscular, gentle, 
elegant, dainty, 

Smooth  glossy, glassy, 
rough, coarse, scratchy, 
sandpaper, bark, cashmere, 
wool, velvety 

sweet, spicy, warm, fresh, 
delicate, perfumed, aromatic, 
suffocating

Shrill, screeching, 
sharp, fierce, shrieking, high-
pitched, piercing, whistling, low, 
soft

Pelting, 
throwing, dripping, 
drizzling, thundering

Words to describe light Words to describe darkness Words to describe buildings Words to describe 
something big

Words to describe 
something small

bright, dim, 
soft, ghostly, blinding, clear, 
hot, glossy, golden, 
gentle, comforting

dim, dusky, 
secretive, savage, magical, 
thick, frightful, shadowy

Grand, magnificent, striking, 
lavish, filthy, concealed, gated, 
shack, hovel, cabin, cottage, 
overgrown, unkempt

Immense, large, 
gigantic, towering, lofty, 
soaring, 

little, tiny, puny, dinky, 
diminutive, petite, 
slender, 

Words to describe the sky Words to describe trees Words to describe the sun Colours

Rich, cloudless, empty, hazy, 
misty, cloudless, blue, 
azure, grey, stormy

Healthy, ancient, 
tall, towering, willow, 
ash, oak, young, monumental

Hot, radiant, 
blinding, merciless, beating, 
hazy, amber

White: pearl, snow, salt, porcelain Brown: hazel, sand, fawn, 
buttermilk, sepia Yellow: canary, lemon, 
fire, butterscotch Orange: tangerine, marigold, tiger, honey, 
carrot, marmalade Red: cherry, rose, wine, blood, scarlet Pink: 
rose, fuschia, punch, coral, peach, salmon Purple: mauve, 
violent, lavender, plum, heather, iris, raisin, 
jam Blue: sky, slate, azure, indigo, arctic, 
sapphire Green: lime, fern, emerald, shamrock, mint, basil, 
lime, pine Brown: coffee, mocha, cinnamon, chocolate, 
penny, cedar Grey: shadow, slate, fog, flint, 
dove, smoke Black: ebony, crown, midnight, ink, onyx


